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Fusion’16 is a collection inspired by today’s 
modern woman who’s fierce independent and 
bold, yet has her roots and culture imbedded 
in her.
Hand woven Khadi  cloth has been designed 
into comfortable dailywear; a seamless blend 
of modern and traditional. 
All  garments  have  been  created  by  the 
beneficiaries of  the Sewing Micro-enterprise 
program in Orissa who have been trained by 
Parinaama Development Foundation.
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Details : 
Hand Woven White Khadi Crop Top teamed with a 
checkered palazzo and a red sling bag.


Outfit Tip- Add prints or a dash of colour to this basic crop 
top and  sail through the day!




Details : 
Tri-piece Hand Woven Khadi cloth, cut and stitched 
together into a Striped Crop Top paired with black 
leggings.


Outfit Tip- Team this striped crop top with a pair of 
coloured denims and master the Colour Blocking 
trend.



Details :  
Basic Blue Button-down Khadi Shirt teamed with ripped jeans and all 
white sneakers.


Outfit Tip- Wear it open with a solid tee or buttoned and tucked for a 
more formal look. It can be teamed with any and every lower so don’t 
hesitate to experiment.




Details :
Solid Red High-Neck Khadi Crop Top paired with black 
leggings.

Outfit Tip- Team this single-coloured basic crop top with a pair of 
striped heels to take this outfit from casual to formal instantly.



Details : 
Pink Fromal Khadi Shirt teamed with a black pencil skirt and 
black heels.


Outfit tip- Wear this bright hued shirt with a pair of high waisted 
flared trousers or a skirt, pull out your geek glasses and be 
boardroom ready in five!



Details: 
Green Long Button-Down Khadi Slit Skirt teamed with a 
halter neck basic crop top.


Outfit Tip- This long skirt is not only comfortable for a chic look 
but it’s pastel shade makes it score high on the utility list since 
it can be teamed up with any shade. 

Load this up with lots of junk jewellery and score major points!




Details: 
Pastel Orange Khadi Midi Skirt teamed with a floral 
scarf and all-white sneakers.


Outfit tip- This chic midi skirt can be worn high up on 
the waist to elongate the torso with a solid colour or a 
striped camisole for that casual yet quirky summer 
look. Pair it with a layered neckpiece or long earrings.



Fashion Stylists and Design by: Simran Nandwani and Swati Arora 
Simran is a Fashion Styling Image Designing student at Pearl Academy, Noida. 
She has assisted  in defining the style in terms of the look and appeal of the 
handwoven khadi garments and has also done the hairstyling and makeup for 
each outfit.
Swati is a Psychology (Hons) student at Gargi College, Delhi University. She 
has been a part of this project since it’s inception and helped create the 
designs of the garments and provided the outfit tips to enhance and modernise 
the way each basic garment could be worn. 

Model: Simran Sandhu
Simran is a student at Kamla Nehru College, Delhi University. She stepped in 
as a volunteer to develop the garment concept and has been the lead model 
for this project displaying the products made by the beneficiaries of our 
micro-enterprise.

Photograph: Abhay Sharda
Abhay is currently pursuing B.com (Hons) from College of Vocational Studies, 
Delhi university. He has contributed towards this the project by providing his 
services as a photographer and aims to take it up on as a profession in the 
future. 

Credits-
Project Design and Edits by: Pranati Panda
Pranati is currently pursuing B.com(Hons) from College of Vocational Studies, 
Delhi University. She has been working with Parinaama for the last one year 
and has initiated this project as an experiment to understand how traditional 
khadi wear could be stitched and created into a modern outfit. 
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